
Guestroom Energy Management Experts
Our occupancy-based energy management systems have been installed since 1992, reducing 
energy consumption and extending HVAC equipment life in over 2,000 hotels across 
the country.  Eco2Smart is the most recent evolution, a networked system that provides 
web-based control and energy usage information to improve the overall management of 
real estate assets.  With quick installation, minimal training, intuitive operation, and simple 
maintenance, the Eco2Smart system makes saving energy effortless. Recovery Time allows 

Introduction
In today’s economic climate, many hotels and conference centers find themselves searching 
for ways to reduce operating expenses more than ever before. HVAC and lighting 
represent two of the largest uncontrolled operating expenses in the hospitality industry. On 
average, America’s 47,000 hotels spend $2,196  in energy costs per available room each 
year.  Interestingly, the typical hotel room is vacant 50%-70% of an average day, and 42% of 
energy used for heating and cooling spaces  is wasted on empty rooms. 

Our team understands that guest satisfaction is the number one priority in the hospitality 
industry.  Because of the intense focus on room comfort, the steps that a hotelier can 
take in minimizing costs are often limited, if only by the guests’ perception of the effect 
cost-cutting measures have on the “image” of the property.  By targeting unoccupied 
rooms, an Eco2Smart energy management system allows guests to appreciate a property’s 
commitment to sustainability without any negative impacts to comfort.

Eco2Smart: The Green Solution
Our Eco2Smart solution is an intelligent networked energy management system designed to provide building engineers with a green approach to 
controlling HVAC usage and improving energy efficiency. With HVAC costs typically accounting for more than 30% of a hotel’s electricity expenses, 
controlling in-room energy consumption can significantly impact the bottom line.  Eco2Smart achieves energy savings by using occupancy sensors 
and intelligent thermostats to adjust a room’s temperature according to occupancy, eliminating the unneeded heating and cooling of empty rooms.  
In addition to saving considerable amounts of energy, the system also reduces the runtime for HVAC equipment, helping to decrease maintenance 
overhead and increase the equipment’s working life, resulting in reduced capital expense and further maintenance savings. 

Eco2Smart Solution in Hospitality

Eco2Smart’s Innovative Features

Wireless communication for easy installation 
in existing buildings

Real-time HVAC monitoring, diagnosis, and 
control

Room occupancy status detection 

Ready for demand response 

EcoCentral web-based remote management

ZigBee-enabled wireless mesh network 

Simple integration with Property 
Management Systems

Network outage and maintenance alerts

Accurate data for measurement, verification, 
and reporting

* Based on average hotel energy costs calculated by the EPA

hotels to harvest savings without compromising guest comfort--and installations yield energy reductions ranging from 20% to 45% with a typical ROI 
of less than three years. 

Our team collaborates with clients to find an innovative approach to meet energy efficiency targets.  We apply proven technology, creating a long list 
of hospitality clients who have benefitted from measurable reductions in utility and maintenance costs and improvements to system performance, 
room comfort, quality of environment, and asset values.
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When the occupancy sensor determines that the room is unoccupied, the Eco2Smart thermostat adjusts the room temperature to save energy, 
while the Recovery Time technology constantly calculates how far the temperature can drift from the setpoint and still return to the setpoint 
within the pre-programmed recovery time.  With over 140 control points and 132 user definable actions, Recovery Time accounts for : 

• Guest’s preferred temperature setting 
• Location of the room within the building 
• Window orientation and condition – facing sun or shade, wind, drapes open/closed
• Dry or humid climate 
• Varying weather conditions throughout the day 
• Condition of the HVAC unit, such as age, efficiency, condition of filters and coils

Recovery Time delivers dynamic room-by-room savings to set our team apart from fixed setback energy management systems, where the 
setback temperature is a fixed temperature or a fixed deviation.  Both fixed setback approaches make it extremely difficult to predict how long 
it will take the room to return to setpoint after the guest re-enters the room, resulting in potentially lower energy savings and uncomfortable 
room temperatures.

Versatility with Wired, Wireless, or Hybrid Installations
The Eco2Smart solution offers flexible configuration of sensors, controls, and submetering 
devices, solving many of the issues that hold property managers back from installing an 
energy management system.  Incredibly versatile communications, including both wired and 
wireless options, ensure all types of buildings can find an effective installation solution. Wireless 
installation offers many advantages, including:

Affordability: In existing buildings, wireless is often significantly more affordable to 
install than a hard-wired solution, eliminating hours of labor needed to pull miles of 
wire, and often reducing installations costs as much as 75% over the cost of a hard-
wired installation.

Speed and Convenience:  Simpler installation lowers costs, and reduces or eliminates 
downtimes for daily operations.  Installations can proceed in a very timely manner. 
Many installations are done within a few days, so savings can be delivered within 
weeks of getting the go-ahead to proceed.

Flexibility: The strongest feature of our mesh networking is its scalability: a few 
sensing devices and a single thermostat can be installed in a room, or thousands of 
sensors and thermostats can be used throughout a resort. 

Recovery Time™ Technology
Recovery Time technology allows Eco2Smart to maximize energy savings without 
compromising guest comfort.  When a guest enters the room and adjusts the Eco2Smart 
thermostat to his/her preferred setting, or setpoint, the temperature in the room is maintained 
at that setpoint while the room is occupied.  

Simple Operation for Staff and Guests
Eco2Smart intelligent thermostats have an interface that’s simple to use for all guests, regardless of comfort levels with technology or native 
language.  Icons are easy to understand.  

Eco2Smart’s Benefits

Maximum room-by-room energy savings 

Consistent guest comfort

Cost-effective installation

Typical ROI of less than 3 years

Reduced operations expenses

Reduced HVAC maintenance costs 

Humidity control & asset protection

Visibility into health of HVAC units 

Reliability: Advanced techology and long battery life ensure the wireless network works dependably in buildings of all sizes. ZigBee mesh 
networking is noted for its ability to self-form and self-heal which further enhances the reliability of an Eco2Smart network. 



•  Secure web-based remote access    •  Multi-building control and aggregate reporting
•  Multi-user access and security levels   •  Real-time control and status of any device 
•  Building, zone, room, and device level control  •  Customizable thermostat user limits, including device lockout 
•  Timed events by minute, hour, day, week, or year  •  HVAC system performance charts

The Green Button
The Green Button, an option available on all Eco2Smart thermostats, empowers guests to 
take part in property or brand sustainability programs. Guests can actively participate in a 
number of environmentally friendly initiatives--from energy conservation to reuse of towels 
and linens. The function of the Green Button varies according to property request, but 
available energy conservation options include deeper setback points, longer drift times, and 
longer setpoint recovery times. When the Eco2Smart system is integrated with a property 
management system, guests can receive affinity program bonus points for environmentally 
conscious decisions during their stay. 

The EcoCentral Management Platform
Hotel staff have local and remote access to comprehensive management and reporting tools via the EcoCentral management platform, which 
is securely accessible from any web browser.  Any staff member with the appropriate credentials can view the real-time status and occupancy 
of a room and dynamically control, monitor status, and define rules and events for HVAC system operability, both en masse and individually.

EcoCentral provides a system-wide overview and detailed room-by-room information, such as temperature, setpoint, occupancy, fan status, and 
history--in addition to offering many features and benefits:

System Status and Alerts
The System Status provides a quick, sortable view of current HVAC conditions for each 
Eco2Smart thermostat, such as current temperature, setpoint, occupancy, mode, and fan 
speed. A double-click will bring up the virtual thermostat, giving the user control of the physical 
in-room thermostat. 

System Alerts are generated when any of these conditions occur within the Eco2Smart 
thermostat: temperature above/below set thresholds, occupancy sensor removed, thermostat 
not responding, runtime maximum reached, above average runtime.  Alerts can be delivered 
via email or text message to ensure prompt action.

	  

Measurement & Verification
Detailed savings reports are available in EcoCentral for each room and are kept on record, along with aggregated facility-wide savings data. A dynamic 
reporting engine graphs data points to illustrate runtime versus occupancy or savings over time.  When networked, the Eco2Smart system records 
a considerable number of data points and logs them to our central secure network operations center for easy monitoring and reporting from any 
web-connected device.

Universal HVAC Compatibility
Eco2Smart thermostats are extremely versatile and can be used on virtually all HVAC systems. Each system has an HVAC Configuration Class, which 
defines the energy efficiency characteristics of the HVAC system. Eco2Smart allows for multiple HVAC configuration classes, enabling a different 
configuration to be assigned to each type or model of PTAC or HVAC system at a facility.  Each Eco2Smart thermostat is assigned to a single class that 
contains all the consumption specifications for KW, kWh, therms, and BTU about the local or central HVAC system controlled by that device.  M&V 
and ROI calculations use this information to calculate savings achieved on a system-by-system basis. 



Demand Response  
With a networked Eco2Smart energy management system, individual hotels or several properties under the same utility can participate in very 
lucrative Demand Response opportunities available in capacity-constrained markets.

An appealing element of the Eco2Smart approach to participation in demand response is that the implementation can be targeted at rooms that are 
unoccupied or unsold. Therefore, participation in Load Shed programs is nearly transparent to guests and significantly reduces guest discomfort and 
the productivity issues that may arise with other energy management systems. Eco2Smart implements strict guidelines to effectively rotate the load, 
running the air conditioning units in alternating shifts to reduce the peak KW usage without impacting room temperature and comfort.

Through the local EcoCommander server and our network operations center, a remote API is available for easy integration with third party software.  
An XML RPC interfaces to Demand Response capabilities and extends for future technology.  Integration with third party kWh meters gives facility 
managers the option to have near real-time feedback on actual load change.

Standard Warranty and EcoCare Services
All of our equipment comes with a comprehensive 1 year full replacement warranty.  In addition to this warranty, our EcoCare extended warranty 
program provides additional Eco2Smart monitoring and reporting. Options for our EcoCare program include:

 Annual inspection of all installed units
      Data collection for a representative sampling of rooms
      Management reports for runtime savings data, HVAC unit performance, occupancy statistics, payback/ROI analysis 
      On-site training 
      Annual battery replacement 
 Repair or replacement of defective parts/products 
 Software updates 
 Secure online access for support, training, and software downloads 
 24/7/365 in-house telephone support
 On-site maintenance of the network and physical system components

Our web-based management tools and alerts are directly accessible by both facility managers and our help desk, enabling ourmsupport team to 
proactively monitor and support a property’s Eco2Smart system remotely, in real time, and immediately report any problems to property management 
or dispatch our field services for repair and maintenance operations.  

The permanency of savings achieved with any energy management system is only as good as the continued maintenance of the HVAC equipment and 
the energy management system.  With our EcoCare program, property owners are assured savings permanence because the Eco2Smart system is 
continuously optimized to ensure the systems operate in the most efficient manner possible.  
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